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Introduction 

Morphology is on the most important system of language ,as it 

sometimes is given more priority than the syntactic level. The pretext 

is that starting with the word itself before studying its relation with 

other words in a specific context.  

  Shafiyat Abn Al.Hajeb is consideredone of the most important and 

famous morphological text which got consideration more than any 

other text. Almost every era contains an explanation on that text. My 

study deals with twooutstanding explanations: one was in the 8th 

century after Hijra (Al. Yezdi Explanation) and the other was in the 11th 

century after Hijra (Al.Gheyath Explanation).  

  The thesis is an attempt to reveal the morphological lesson of the two 

explanations. The reason behind choosing this topic is the scientific 

profoundness of the morphological subject. The researcher hasn’t seen 

anyone balancing between these two explanations, the two scholars 

were unnoted and they haven’t been considered in one study.  

The nature of research demanded to divide it into a preface, four 

chapters and a conclusion.  

The preface tackles the term of morphology up to the time of the two 

scholars.  

Chapter One includes four objects: 

1st object: hearing which includes the Holy Quran- its recitation ,  

Al.Hadith Al.Sherif (sayings of the Prophet), speech of Arabs (prose and 

poetry).  



2nd object: includes analogy as per usage, analogy as per cause, and 

analogy as per clearance and non-clearance.  

3rd object: the morphological cause – it studies the references of 

explanation of the two scholars.  

4th object: consensus- it includes the terms which the two scholars 

used.  

Chapter Two: The morphological views of the scholars. It deals with 

the most important morphological views of Al. Yezdi and Al.Gheyath. It 

is divided into two objects:  

1st object: Al.Yezdi’s morphological views. 

2nd object: Al.Gheyath’s morphological views. 

Chapter Three deals with their responses towards other scholars such 

as Al.Ferahidi (died in 175 A.H), Sebeweih (180 A.H), Al.Feraa (207 A.H) 

and others.  

Chapter Four deals with the method and doctrine of the two scholars.  

1st object: includes the methods which the two scholars used in their 

explanations.  

2nd object: includes the references of the two scholars which comprises 

two kinds: books and figures.  

3rdobject: their morphological doctrine was unveiled by pretexts and 

evidence.  

the conclusion includes the most important results which the study has 

arrived at.  

The research has encountered some difficulties such as: it is not easy to 

get some references and the accuracy of the morphological subject .  

The references used in the thesis were diverse: books of Isool  (rules) 

such as Sebeweih’s book , Al.Moghtadheb (The Brief) by Mboared 

(died in 285 A.H) , Isool for Ibn Serraj (died in 316 A.H) , Al.Tekmelh 

(Supplement) by Abi Ali Al.Farsi (died in 377 A.H), and other books. 



by Dr. Abd Al.Sebor  The Phonic MethodModern references included 

Studies in by Dr. Sameeh Abo Meqli ,  MorphologyShahin , 

by Dr. Ameen Ali. Morphology 

 Finally I’d like to thank Dr. Shokran Al. Maliki who proposed the study 

and supervised it. She helped me to follow and achieve the research 

properly.  

It is not claimed that the study is prefect but the researcher did her 

best to carry out the paper and if it has got some faults ,the researcher 

wishes that such faults will be corrected through reading and scientific 

notes.  

Praise are Allah Almighty  
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